




What is Hack the Commute?



Why are we doing this? 

Seattle Building 
Projects



Access Seattle initiative 



Why a Hackathon?

use open data & technology to:
● improve our understanding of the region’s current and future transportation 

needs, leveraging the open data that we have released

● develop one or more quality tools that will empower Seattle commuters to 
make more informed decisions

● create new relationships and communications channels that better connect 
the City to its residents



Who else has done this?

San Jose

Boston

Philadelphia



What data will we offer?

● data hub: communities.socrata.com/catalogs/hack-the-commute
● types

all modes: walking, biking, ferries, rail, bus, ride sharing, for hire, personal vehicle…
datasets: traffic, ridership, travel times, schedules, collisions, parking, garage locations, 
roadways, sidewalks, permitting, work crew impacts, fares, household surveys, census...
forms: API’s we can link to.  Static data can be hosted on the data hub or linked up.

● sources
SDOT, KCDOT, Sound Transit, WSDOT, PSRC, ORCA, WalkScore, LUUM, more to come.

● scope
We’re concentrating on February 14-18 but otherwise there are no 
limitations.  We want it all!



What kind of tools can we build?
● improvements to existing apps using new data

Could Google Maps display parking costs & availability?

Can we improve the UX of screens on the street?
Can we get real-time information to commuters without smartphones?

● new apps & tools
Can we use tech to create cheaper real-time displays at more stations?
Can we gather better, more regular data on trip demand through an app? 
Can we “gamify” use of more efficient options for non-corporate employees?

● data analysis & visualization
What’s the “mobility per dollar” of public investments? 
How did the Seattle Metro area move between February 14-28, 2015?



Schedule
February 11: Launch
{ communications & recruiting } 

March 20-22: Hackathon
{ mentorship & project management } 

April 29: Championship Round
{ prizes & publicity for winners }



Who do we need?

Participants 
software developers, designers, writers, and project managers

Mentors 
transit & transportation experts, experienced builders, startup veterans

Volunteers
event planners and helping hands

… representing our entire community.



What do we need?

data
● February 14-28

sponsors 
● to cover costs of meals, snacks, and beverages

prizes
● to incentivize our strongest talent

promotional assistance
● to ensure that we reach the community as best we can



What’s next?

Sub-Reddit
● We invite data requests, app ideas, and expert participation 

Registration
● Going live soon!

Follow us on Twitter @hackthecommute



Thank you!


